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John  Stow’s  interest in the works of John Lydgate  (1370?-1449) is  a  well-

documented one. He collected  a  number of his manuscripts, produced editions
of several of his works and left various transcripts.‘ It is one of these transcripts

that is the  subject  of the present  note, one that has seemingly been overlooked
but which offers a little new insight  into  the extent of  Stow’s interest in the
prolific fifteenth-century poet.

British Library Harleian MS 542 is  a  collection chiefly of historical materials

mainly in  Stow’s  hand.2 On the recto of folio 13  there  appears a transcript,
again in his hand, of some Middle English verses, without title or other heading.

This transcript is of extracts from Lydgate’s  satirical  poem, ”The  Order of
Fools’. It is not noted in the  Index  of Middle  English  Verse3 or its .S'tqaplement.‘
The manuscripts of  this  poem recorded  there  are:

1. Oxford, Bodleian Library MS  Laud  misc. 683 (SC 798), ff. 56—60.
2. Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Bodley 638 (SC 2078), f. 219r—v.
3. Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Bodley 648 (SC 2291), ff. 19—21
4. BL MS Cotton Nero A. vi, ff:'.194v-195v.5 (disordered)
5. BL MS Harley 2251, ff. 274v—276v.6
6. BL MS  Add.  34360, ff.  24—26v.
7. BL MS Harley 374, f. 22.

The poem has been critically edited on the basis of numbers 1—6 by H.N.
MacCracken; all line references are to this edition.7 The version of Lydgate’s
poem in Harley 542 can profitably be considered in relation to the last of those
noted above, BL Harley 374, f. 22. This witness was not identified in the original
Index  as part of Lydgate’s poem, in part doubtless because it is not  a  complete

text, but  a  series of extracts. (The complete poem comprises twenty-two 8-line

'  Some  references  to these aspects of  Stow’s  activities:  A.S.G. Edwards and J1. Miller,

‘John  Stow  and Lydgate’s St.  Edmund’, Nate:  @Quefiex, vol. 228  (1973), pp. 365—69.

2 A  brief description, not noting the  Lydgate  transcript: John  Stow, Sun/y of London, ed.

C.L. Kingsford, 2 vols, London 1908, vol. 1, p. xc.

3  C.  Brown  and RH. Robbins, New York1943, no.  3444.
4  RH. Robbins and J.L. Cutler, Lexington, KY, 1965.

5  Printed FJ. Furnivall, ed., Caxttm’: Bank 9/ Curfege, EETS  ES  8  (1869), pp.  79—84.

6  Printed J.O. Halliwell, ed., ‘A Selection fromthe Minor Poems of John Lydgate’,

Percy Society 2, 1840, pp. 164—71.

7  H.N.  Maccken, ed., Hie  Minor Poem: qabn  Igdgate.  Part  II:  Secular Poems, EETS

OS 192  (1934), pp.  449—55.
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stanzas.) The identification was made subsequently by R.H. Bowers,a who noted
a  possible  link  to Stow but was unaware that these stanzas are clearly in his hand.
The Harley 374  stanzas  from the  OrderofFool: are written in an extremely informal
way. They are copied on what appears to be  a  leaf  torn froma larger one and
folded  once  vertically to forma bifolium. The stanzas from Lydgate’s poem
occupy the inner two pages of the bifolium. On the first  (Le. left  hand) of these
pages are copied two  stanzas, lines 41 —48 and 73—80. On the right hand page,
three stanzas, lines 89—112, are written at right  angles.  Across the  bottom  of both
pages is what appears to be the end of  a  letter from one Henry Ferrets to Stow
(the first words of what  survives are: ‘M‘Stow’).

Stow’s transcript in Harley 542 is also  a  partial one; he copied lines  137-
152, together with lines 169—192 of the  variant  conclusion printed by Mac-
Cracken, which survives otherwise only in BL Add.  34360  (hereafter A) and
Harley 2251(hereafter H). The leaf on which his transcript occurshas been
cropped, and is blank on the verso. Given the lack of  overlap between the
two fragments it is  hard  to  avoid  the suspicion that they are in some way
related, but the irregular sequence of stanzas in both fragments does not make
an  assumption that  both were copied from the same source  a  secure  one.  It
does  seem, however, that both of them  reflect  a  new witness or witnesses to
the  text  of Lydgate’s poem. Bowers in his study of Harley 374 noted that its
variants suggest  that Stow  ‘was  following a redaction  unrepresented by the
manuscripts MacCracken consulted’ (536), and the thirteen variants he lists
provide support for  this view.  Of  these, ten (those at lines 43, 74, 76, 92, 93,
102, 103, 106, 109, 111) are not recorded in MacCracken’s  apparatus  cridcus.
The other  three  (at lines 44, 48, 100), all appear there and are recorded as
appearing in both  A  and H; two of these are also recorded as in  Cotton  Nero
A  vi (those at lines 48, 100).

There are  a  number of variants in Harley 542; with MacCracken’s  text
providing the lemma they are:

137. his] is; 137.  at] am.  138.  gossomer] hym gossomer; 139.  affore]
that to for; 140.  be] 0712.; 143. Nullatensis  aselyd] nullatenses  ensealed;
146. sleyghty] sleight; hit] his; 147.  casteth] and cast; 148. Isigrinus]
sigmnus; 149. they be sold] he wolde; 150.  Grettest lambrc] of grettest
lambem; 170. Shuld] shall; botxaille] battayles; 171.  theyr] his; 173.
reasoun] custome; 175. nyght-rowners] night wormes; 178. a] 0721.; 192.
Enseale] A  sele.

Most  of these variants appear unique; only one of those in the  lines  peculiar
to  A  and H (169—92) is common to both Harley 542 and  these  other witnesses,
that  in line 192. In the earlier lines  (139—52) there  is  a  greater degree of
agreement, again particularly with  A  and H; they provide the only othersupport

3  The poem was recorded in the original  Index  add/e Eng/id) Vern  under number
1135; see R.H.  Bowers, ‘Lydgate’s Us  Order  qaab' in Harley 374’, Modern  Language Nata,
vol. 67 (1952), pp.  534—36, for the  correct  identification. I am much indebted to Dr Julia
Boffey for  confirming the Stow identification and for  much other  guidance.
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for the readings at lines  147, 148, 149.  In addition, A  provides the only other

support for  that  at 139. For the variants at 138 and 140  A  and H are also
supported by the  Cotton  manuscript. But half the variants in this passage

appear unique.
The number of unique readings in the Harley 542 fragment is of  particular

interest since Stow owned two  other  manuscripts which  contain  versions of
it, those  in  A  and H.9 But the readings in the Harley fragment vary so extensively

as to suggest that they did not derive from either of these witnesses.
Apart from their textual interest both the Harley fragments offer  a  little

insight into  Stow’s practice  as a transcriber of texts. Both are made on single
sheets of paper, of differing size, seemingly cut from larger ones and copied
only on one side of the leaf.  That  in Harley 374 reuses space in part of  a
letter. Neither has any heading or  other  form of identification. One may

suppose  that  they have  either become separated fromsome larger. context or

that they had to be made using whatever paper was close at hand, possibly
because the witness (or witnesses) was not available for long. More significantly,

this new version of part of a poem by Lydgate provides additional evidence
of Stow’s recurrent curiosity about the worksof Lydgate and his desire to
preserve an extensive textual record of his writings.10

Iprint below  Stow’s transcript of the  Order of Fool:  in BL Harley 542, f. 13.
The transcript is verbatim, including punctuation; most contractions  have  been

expanded, except for the ampersand, and those  that  are self-evident  (w‘, y“); the

punctuation is that of the manuscript; line numbers are to MacCracken’s  edition:

Who holdithe is  treaswre  . that that he wysshithe 137

and  gadrithe  hym gossomer  .  to pak it for wolle
and he is  a  foole  that  to for y‘ nett fyssethc
and he is a foole  that dothe  feders  pulle 140
Of fat  capbns  .  vp mewed to the fulle
and bathe nothinge but bones for his fee
nullatcnses ensealed  .  bathe his bull
to alswche .  that none  of them  shall  the /

Whan y° gander grasethe on the grene 145
The sleight fox  .  dothe  his brood behold
he takethe the fatt  .  and  cast  away the lcne

and sigrunus chefe wardeyn of the folde

takythe to his lardar  .  at what price he wolde
of grettest lambem .one. or ii or thre. 150

9  Detailed discussion of these two manuscripts: E.P. Hammond, ‘Two British Museum

manuscripts (Harley 2251  and Add.  34360):  a  contribution to the bibliography of John

Lydgate’, Anglia, vol. 28 (1905), pp. 1—28.
1° I deal with  Stow’s  interest in Lydgate at  greater  length in  ‘Stow  and Middle English

Literature} in  john  Stow (1525—1605):  author, editor  2’?“ under, ed. I. Gadd and A. Gillespie,

British Library, forthcoming.
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In  wyntar  nightes  .  the frostis biene so colde
the  Shepard slcpithe  . god let hym nevar the  /

a  foreyne  lyknesse  etc.  ij staves  to follow here / &  aftar them  2.1 folowithe

pater familias wise and expert of olde 169
shall set battayles . atwyne  derke &  light
so prudently governs his howsholde
to know  a  flyght drake  . froma steer bn'ght
owles  &  bukks, of  custome flye by nyght
lat  pluke  they:  fedxes  .  that  they may not flye
for  false night  wormes  .  have hindred  many a  Wight
all suche benche whistlers  .  God let them nevar the /

lat Ianus bifrons  have  none  entresse 177
whiche in one hode  .  can show doble face
voyde Camilion whiche of new fanglenesse
eche  collore seync  the  same he dothe embrace
and  salmandra  most  felly dothe mannace
vi his  creketts  . leme this of me
where they abyde  .  or brede in any place
lorde of  that  howsholde . is  nevar  lyke to the  /

soche a  fraryc  .  rcquircthe  gods  curse 185
and I beshrewe  .  all suche counsaylets
kan kyse w‘ Iudas  .  and cut  a mans purse
furthara nettle  & cast  out  rose  flowers

. w' bury docks .  strewyd bene they: bowers
they: hoked arowes  .  dothe  evat  backward fie
swyche falce erewyges  .  suche  covart losengcrs
A scale  vp they:  pattent.  for they shall  ncvar  the /

finis
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